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THE GOOD STUFF

SideStreet Golf
No car, no problem. Born in Chicago, this product 
has hit the street. A backpack golf bag that helps 
you get to the course or range efficiently. The bag 
is lightweight and has 11 points of contact to keep 
your clubs and gear secure.
$250 www.sidestreetgolf.com

UNTUCKIT
The new golf print short 
sleeve Pinhel shirt from 
UNTUCKIT will soon 

be one of your casual 
favorites before or 

after your round. 
These shirts fit all 

shapes and sizes ... 
like our golf drives. 

With five different sizing 
options you’re sure to find 

the perfect fit.
$89 www.untuckit.com

Pimento Cheese Ball Marker Please
‘Tis the Masters season and we’re all 
in the spirit, so celebrate by checking 
out Pins & Aces Limited Edition ‘23 
Augusta Collection. This assortment 

of fun accessories is highlighted by 
our personal favorite, the Pimento 

Cheese Sandwich Ball Marker. 
As are all P&A markers, it’s made 
from cast metal and coated 
in oven cured enamel. They’re 

durable, have weight to them, and 
look incredibly cool on the green as 

you’re lining up your birdie putt. 
$14.95 www.pinsandaces.com

Tour Edge E723 Driver
This new driver offering provides 

maximum forgiveness and 
accuracy. The lightweight 
carbon head now provides 
360º perimeter weighting. This 
translates to more power across 
the entire face. The Flight Tuning 
System allows you to customize 
the CG to your ball flight and 
individual swing.

$499 www.touredge.com

Adidas Sunglasses
The KOLOR UP lens technology from Adidas provides better 
clarity and color enhancement while reducing glare. The 

unique ventilation system allows for maximum 
airflow for clear sight.

$114 www.adidas.com

Azalea LUX Hybrid Shoe
The Azalea Limited Edition shoe by TRUE 
Linkswear offers you one more reason to keep 

walking. The leather saddle, two-year 
waterproof knit upper offers the highest 
quality and premium comfort. It truly fits 

like a glove with the new achilles 
pad and heel lock system.

$195 www.truelinkswear.com

Carry in Style
If you’re looking for a golf bag that will truly 

stand out from the pack, look no farther than 
the Sun Mountain Baron. New for 2023, this 
stand bag is traditionally styled with no big 

corporate names sprawled across it. The fine 
details in the color contrasts and stitching 

are in addition to the highly functional 
aspects such as six pockets, including two 
velour lined for valuables with magnetic 
closure. The Baron has a four-way top 

divider as well as an integrated, comfort 
hip pad to make carrying a breeze. 

Available in five colors.
$320 www.sunmountain.com.

Golfforever Swing Trainer
You’ve seen all the ads on social 
media and television for this weighted club which 
also serves as a resistance bar that can be used 
at home or on the course to dramatically improve 
your mobility and strength in order to hit the ball 
farther. The package comes with a carry bag, 
and there’s a link to the Swing Trainer website to 
access a multitude of swing and fitness exercises. 
$199 www.golfforever.com
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